
Algebra   2    Unit   4  

Grade   Level:    11  
Unit   Name:     Rational   Functions  
Pacing:    3   weeks  

Power   Standards:   
A2.BF.A.3    -   Describe   the   effects   of   transformations  
algebraically   and   graphically,   creating   vertical   and  
horizontal   translations,   vertical   and   horizontal  
reflections   and   dilations   (expansions/compressions)  
for   linear,   quadratic,   cubic,   square   and   cube   root,  
absolute   value,   exponential   and   logarithmic  
functions.    (DOK-3)  
A2.IF.A.1      Identify   and   interpret   key   characteristics  
of   functions   represented   graphically,   with   tables,  
and   with   algebraic   symbolism   to   solve   problems.  
(DOK-3)  

Learning   Targets:  
➢ I   will   describe   the   effects   of   transformations  

algebraically   and   graphically   for   rational  
functions.  

➢ I   will   identify   and   interpret   characteristics   of   a  
function.  

➢ I   will   identify   a   function   given   data   represented  
in   a   graph   or   table.  

➢ I   will   use   function   notation   when   evaluating   a  
function.  

 
 
 
 

Supporting   Standards:   
A2.APR.A.3    -   Find   the   least   common   multiple   of  
two   or   more   polynomials.  
A2.APR.A.4    -   Add,   subtract,   multiply   and   divide  
rational   expressions.  
A2.BF.A.3    -   Describe   the   effects   of   transformations  
algebraically   and   graphically,   creating   vertical   and  
horizontal   translations,   vertical   and   horizontal  
reflections   and   dilations   (expansions/compressions)  
for   linear,   quadratic,   cubic,   square   and   cube   root,  
absolute   value,   exponential   and   logarithmic  
functions.   
A2.REI.A.1    -   Create   and   solve   equations   and  
inequalities,   including   those   that   involve   absolute  
value.  
A2.REI.A.2    -   Solve   rational   equations   where  
numerators   and   denominators   are   polynomials   and  
where   extraneous   solutions   may   result.  
 

Big   Ideas:   
● May   real-world   situations   that   involve   dividing  

one   quantity   by   another   can   be   represented   by  
rational   functions.    For   example,   any  
per-capita   measure   will   likely   be   best  
represented   by   a   rational   function.  

● Rational   expressions   and   equations   can   e  
used   to   model   comparisons   between  
per-capita   expenditures   or   rates   of   speed.  

 
 
 
 

Essential   Unit   Questions:  
● How   are   rational   functions   and   different   types  

of   variation   used   to   understand/represent   the  
Universe   we   live   in?  

● How   is   it   possible   to   keep   getting   closer   and  
closer   to   something,   but   never   actually   touch   it?  

 
 
 

Vocabulary:  
Rational   function,   closure,   extraneous   solution,  
rational   expression,   simplified   form   of   a   rational  
expression,   complex   fraction,   cross   multiplying  
 
 
 


